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Abstract� A constituent quark model is developed for the reaction� allowing us to investigate all available
data for di�erential cross sections as well as single polarization asymmetries �beam and target� by including
all of the PDG� one to four star� nucleon resonances �S��� P��� P��� D��� D��� F��� F��� G��� G��� H���
I����� and K����� Issues related to the missing resonances are also brie�y discussed by examining possible
contributions from several new resonances �S��� P��� P��� D��� D��� and H�����

PACS� ����Le Meson production � ����Gk Baryon resonances with S��

� Introduction

Investigation of ��meson production via electromagnetic
and hadronic probes o�ers access to fundamental infor�
mation on hadron spectroscopy� including the search for
missing baryon resonances ���	 Extensive recent experi�
mental e�orts on � photoproduction are opening a new era
in this 
eld	 The focus in this contribution is to study re�
cent �p� �p data ���� for Elab

� � � GeV �W � Ecm
total �

�	� GeV� within a chiral constituent quark formalism ����
proven to be appropriate for the study of meson photo�
and electro�production �������� and meson�nucleon scat�
tering ���� in the resonance region	

� Theoretical frame

The starting point of the meson photoproduction in the
chiral quark model is the low energy QCD Lagrangian ����

L � �� ����i�
� � V � � ��A

���m�� � � � � � ���

where � is the quark 
eld in the SU ��� symmetry� V � �
��y��� � ����

y��� and A� � i��y��� � ����
y��� are the

vector and axial currents� respectively	 The chiral trans�
formation is � � ei�m�fm � where 	m is the Goldstone bo�
son 
eld and fm the meson decay constant	 Then� the
Lagrangian in Eq	 ��� is invariant under the chiral trans�
formation	 Therefore� there are four components for the
photoproduction of pseudoscalar mesons ��� based on the
QCD Lagrangian�

Mfi � hNf jHm�ejNii �
X
j

�
hNf jHmjNjihNj jHejNii

Ei � 
 �Ej
�

hNf jHejNjihNj jHmjNii

Ei � 
m �Ej

�
�MT � ���

where jNii� jNji� and jNf i stand for the initial� interme�
diate� and 
nal state baryons� respectively� 
�
m� repre�
sents the energy of incoming �outgoing� photons �mesons��
and Hm and He are the pseudovector and electromagnetic
couplings at the tree level	

The 
rst term in Eq	 ��� is a seagull term	 The sec�
ond and third terms correspond to the s� and u�channels�
respectively	 The last term is the t�channel contribution	

The contributions from the s�channel resonances to the
transition matrix elements can be written as

MN� �
�MN�

W � �MN� �MN� � i� �q��
e
�
k��q�

���
ho AN� � ���

with k � jkj �q � jqj� the momentumof the incoming pho�
ton �outgoing meson�� W the total energy of the system�

e��k
��q������ho a form factor in the harmonic oscillator ba�

sis with the parameter ��ho related to the harmonic oscilla�
tor strength in the wave�function� and MN� and � �q� the
mass and the total width of the resonance� respectively	
The transition amplitudes AN� have been translated into
the standard CGLN amplitudes in the harmonic oscillator
basis	

The contributions from each resonance is determined
by introducing ���� a new set of parameters CN� � and the
substitution

AN� � CN�AN� � ���

so that�

Mexp
N� � C�

N�M
qm
N� � ���

withMexp
N� the experimental value of the observable� and

Mqm
N� calculated in the quark model ���	 The SU ��� �

O��� symmetry predicts� e	g	 CN� � �	� for the S���������
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D��������� and D�������� resonances� and CN� � �	� for
other n � � shell resonances	 Thus� the coe�cients CN�

measure the discrepancies between the theoretical results
and the experimental data and show the extent to which
the SU ����O��� symmetry is broken in the relevant pro�
cess	 One of the main reasons that the SU ����O��� sym�
metry is broken is due to the con
guration mixings caused
by the one�gluon exchange ����	 Here� the most relevant
con
guration mixings are those of the two S�� and the two
D�� states around �	� to �	� GeV	 The con
guration mix�
ings can be expressed in terms of the mixing angle between
the two SU ����O��� states jN ��PM �  and jN �	PM� �
with the total quark spin ��� and ���	

In our previous investigations ����� the s�channel reso�
nances with masses above � GeV were treated as degener�
ate	 In other words� the transition amplitudes� translated
into the standard CGLN amplitudes were restricted to
harmonic oscillator shells n � �	 In the present work we
extend that approach and derive explicitly the amplitudes
also for n� � to � shells ����	 Moreover� we also include
t�channel contributions	

� Results and discussion

Using the formalism sketched above� we have investigated
the cross�section and single polarization observables for
the process �p � �p	 In our model� non�resonant com�
ponents include nucleon pole term� u�channel contribu�
tions �treated as degenerate to the harmonic oscillator
shell n�� and t�channel contributions due to the �� and

�exchanges ���	

The resonant part embodies the following n�� to �
shell nucleon resonances�

� n��� S��������� S���������D���������D��������� and
D���������

� n��� P��������� P��������� P��������� P���������
F�������� F��������� and F�
�������

� n��� S����	�
�� S��������� D������
�� D��������
D�����
�� D��������� G�
������� � and G���������

� n��� P������
�� P��������� P�����	
��H���������
and H�������

��

� n��� I�����������

� n��� K����������	

Resonances considered here embody all of the �� isospin�
��� nucleon resonances in the PDG ����� plus � new reso�
nances reported in various publications	 Those resonances
are given in the above list in bold character and refer to the
following works� S����	�
� ���������������� P������
�
�������� P�����	
� �������������D������
� ������������
���� D�����
� ��������H�������

� ����	
The masses attributed to those resonances are determined
by the present work and are compatible with other 
nd�
ings	

Because of lack of space� here we show excitation func�
tions at three angles �Fig	 ��� polarized beam and target
asymmetries at two angles �Fig	 �� for each of the single
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polarization observables	 �Consistencies among di�eren�
tial cross�section data obtained at 
ve facilities deserves
to be underlined	�

Model A has been obtained� using the CERN�MINUIT
code� by 
tting the data with all n � � to � shell reso�
nances enumerated above	 The adjustable parameters are
the SU ��� � O��� symmetry breaking coe�cients CN�

�Eq	 ��� and mass and width of the six new resonances	
The used data base contains �� di�erential cross�sections
������ �� polarized beam asymetries ����� and �� polar�
ized target asymmetries ���	 The reduced �� comes out to
be �		

The overall agreement between theory and experiment
�Fig	 �� is satisfactory	 The extracted con
guration mixing
angles are �S � ���� and �D � ���� close enough to the
Karl�Isgur model values ����	

Model A reproduces reasonably well the single polar�
ization observables �Fig	 ��	 Given the very limited num�
ber of data points for the polarized target asymmetry
�T �� they do not put any signi
cant constraint on the ad�
justable parameters� hence� the curves can be considered
rather as predictions	

Starting from the full model A� we have switched o�
one resonance at a time and checked the variation of the
��� without further minimizations	 In the model A� the
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Fig� �� Polarization observables for the process �p� �p Left
pannel� polarized beam asymmetries ��� at � � ���and ��	�
Right pannel� polarized target asymmetries �T � at � � 
��and
���� Models A and B are explained in the text

dominant resonances come out to be the following nine
resonances� S��������� S��������� S����	�
�� S���������
P���������P���������D���������D��������� and F�������	
The highest �� variations are observed in turning o� the
S��������� and to less extent� the D��������	 Among the
six new resonances� only the S����	�
� happens to play
a signi
cant role	

The modelB is obtained by 
tting the data with merely
those nine dominant resonances plus the same non�resonant
terms as in the model A	 The reduced �� goes up from
�	 �model A� to �	� �model B�	 For the di�erential cross�
sections depicted in Fig	 �� the di�erence between the two
models A and B is not large enough to be visible in the

gure	 However� the single polarization observables show
signi
cant sensitivities to the reaction mechanism ingredi�
ents in modelsA and B	The highest sensitivity is observed
in the case of polarized target asymmetry at backward an�
gle and around W � �	� GeV	 Further data for this latter
observable are highly desirable for a more comprehensive
understanding of the reaction mechanism	

In summary� we have developed a chiral quark model
allowing us to include all known and suggested nucleon
resonances	 The data base� embodying ��� data points�
was 
tted successfully for di�erential cross�section and sin�
gle polarization observables �beam and target�	 Out of the
�� nucleon resonances included in the model� nine of them
play major roles in the reaction mechanism	 One of those
resonances is a new one� S��� for which we have extracted
mass and width�M � ���� and � � ��� MeV� compatible
with other 
ndings �������������	

A more scrutiny investigation is in progress with re�
spect to the sensitivity of di�erent data sets and�or energy
ranges to the ingredients of our approach	 Afterwards� this

elementary operator for the direct channel can be used in
a dynamical coupled�channel formalism ���� which em�
bodies �N� ��� �N� �N � and �N intermediate states	
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